
The pattern dimensions grow larger or smaller 
according to the urban intensity,  operating as 
generating and ordering principle of space, 
identifying buildable areas and free soil.

3.  Morphological and functional adaptation.
The conceptual and absolute grid become real by 
warping itself to punctually overlap the orographic 
situation and morphology of the ground.

6. Community definition.
The urban fabric of public spaces, streets and green 
areas is drawn by defying a set of rules and block 
types, the product is a canvas with a strong urban 
identity. The threshold between different shades of 
public or private spaces, in addition to the sense of 
safety and protection, stimulates the community 
definition and a more intense participation. 
Unigrid is therefore occasion to re-think housing 
as urban devices open to share moments and 
experiences among the citizenry.
This open approach makes everyday life functionally 
and economically more efficient: centralization and 
sharing of common tools related to housing, such as 
laundry, storage, kitchen, gym, allow to practice all 
activities without necessarily being exclusive owner 
of the tools. 
Basic everyday needs turn into occasion for 
gathering, enhance the sense of neighborhood and 
give a new social role to those common spaces 
mediating between public and private.
Housing types which welcomes active communities, 
represent a fundamental resource for the 
development of the city itself.
The bottom-up approach of community initiatives 
and proposals provides a possible solution to 
the difficulty of workers or students in living and 
integrate in a small town, despite the short period of 
their stay. 
New relationships between working and housing, 
long and short permanence, different generations 
and habits are defined by the meeting of their 
common needs.

4. Connection and spatial continuity.
The need for connections between the two river 
sides is occasion to define rules for a new urban 
settlement. New centralities are identifiedlong the 
riverside. The river turns from division to union 
element and allows spatial continuity to colonise 
also these forgotten and neglected areas so far.

2. The abstracted concept of Unigrid
Unigrid is the concept of an abstracted 
infrastructure, which yearn for establish relationship 
among all the actors and elements of the urban 
environment.

It is a digital “trading zone” and a smart grid, applied 
to the communication and interaction system, able 
to receive and send information, made of various 
kind of data, interact with public space through 
visual/phisical outputs.

Unigrid becomes potentially a common device, both 
urban and digital, to facilitate dialogue, interaction 
and links among users with different culture, 
profession, age, nationality. 

5. Strategic object.
Masterplan definition starts by placing strategic 
objects near the riverside, acting as social and 
economic developing engine to reverse the city 
approach to the river, from backyard to important 
front.

1. Variable density. 
The current urban configuration o Raufoss is 
represented by a strong convergence of large side 
building along the river, mainly due to the high 
accessibility level and richness of resources of this 
area.
A medium scale mediating between the large 
and the small scale of residential urban sprawl 
is completely lacking, generating alienation and 
disorientation in the perception of the city centre 
space.
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“It takes a village 
to raise a city!” 
Cities are populated 
by society of lonely 
individuals. People yearn 
for a village feeling of 
sense of community, for 
social connection beyond 
the doorstep.

Cities are the place where 
most of people will spend 
their lives. However the 
paradox is: the more 
people, the more alone an 
individual feels.

Raufoss Unigrid
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It is important to have an evolution 
over time of the urban and social 
fabric, capable of adapting to the 
needs. Unigrid is the infrastructure that 
allows development but ensures urban 
continuity even without completion.

The basic structure of unigrid could be used as a 
rule also in the surrounding context, exploiting the 
regenerative impulse of the new interventions.

Phase 2 - Housing with mixed typology

Phase 1 - Implanting strategic objects

Phase 3 - Density growth 

Future development - Export the model

In summer the relationship with the river is more 
direct. The artificial banks are in direct contact 
with the water allowing the game and summer 
refreshment. 

Hyperlink! is an architectural device to link the two 
sides of the river but also two very different urban 
conditions, the residential and commercial one and 
the production center / research pole.
The necessity of connection is occasion to realize 
an inhabited bridge, a new center of gravity and 
emblem of the entire intervention. 

Hyperlink flies over the river without interrupting 
the continuity of the natural system, rather it 
contemplates the landscape.

The relationship with the river, near the River Square, 
is constantly changing depending on the season.
In winter the snowy and soft landscape lies on the 
banks of the river, which thanks to the continuous 
movement of the water never freezes completely. 
The regularization and mitigation of the slopes in 
winter allows the playful exploitation of the public 
space.

2

Spaces for collective and private use 
by artisans / makers, in synergy with 
the Industrial park thanks to the urban 
infrastructure, are one of the 
fundamental elements for the 
attractiveness of the new village.
A basic condition to create a community 
active and heterogeneous.
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1.Hyperlink! 2.New Industrial Park entrance 
3.Secondary school workshop 4.Secondary school 
/ Catapult Center / Museum 5.Gallery 6.New 
“active” fence 7.Leisure Pavillion 8.Restaurant 
9.Housing 10.Main/Market Square 11.River Square 
12.Civic Center 13.Playground roof 14.Housing 
block 15.Hotel 16.Soho 17.City Hub / Library 18.Tiny 
housing 19.Nursery 20.Driveway entrance 21.Leisure 
riverfront
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River Square 
The public space physically touch the river. The 
surface is metaphorically a sheet linking the two 
strong centralities to the opposite sides of the river.  
It is place for events related to Building n°5 program.

Main Square 
Place of institutional and informal events, market 
square, landmark for all citizenry and primary gate of 
the city center.

Parking devices 
Natural slopes are exploited for the insertion of 
parking plates integrated (and hidden) into the 
landscape system. They become basement for 
further layer of buildings.

Hyperlink! 
The place where exchange happens. The urban 
continuity generated exceeds the concept of 
crossing, the bridge becomes an opportunity for 
creativity, production and socialization.

Urban side of basement 
The external surface of block is a showcase. It can 
host small trade activities or common spaces for 
inhabitants open to fruition by extraneous as well, 
for a broader inclusion.

Shaping the infrastructure landscape
The plastic adaptation of the surface to the 
landscape breaks down architectural barriers, 
becomes playground for the public space and 
manage of waste water or the deposit of snow.

Technological devices 
Unigrid is physically marked by technological 
and digital spots, plug-in for the functioning of a 
smart city. These spots support the flexibility and 
possibility of use of public space.

Interaction and sustainability 
Unigrid intervene actively in the public space 
management and energy saving. For instance, 
intensity of light could be regulated according to the 
flow of users.

Unigrid surface 
A unique material, cobblestones of various finishing, 
traditional material in Scandinavia, gives unity to the 
public space and identifies it as a common field for 
city life.  

Urban activators 
Lightweight multipurpose facilities inhabit the public 
space and activate it by day and by night. These 
simple structures can be moved and relocated easily 
throughout the city.

Green corridor 
The masterplan doesn’t compromise the green 
system continuity, rather enrich the variety of 
experiences, maintaining the existing features and 
differences of natural environment along the river.

Domestic side of basement
Privacy and shared sense of belonging coexist. This 
semi-private space is stage for mutual aid scenarios 
of everyday life and a more intimate relationship 
among inhabitants and visitors.

Community basement
The interstitial semi-public space is fertile ground for 
community initiative, gathering place and meeting 
point for diversity.

Residential devices
Typological mix bound together by a community 
basement. Unlike the traditional courtyards it is an 
open-source building, flexible to the inhabitants 
input and open to welcome global communities.

Small density 
Small scale mixed use housing, based on the model 
of small historic rural centers. A compact urban 
fabric where public space and utilities are shared 
and nature is dominant.

Civic Center and rooftop
A light reticular building is the new urban facade of 
shopping mall towards the river. Inside it the Civic 
Center strengthen the urban vocation of the place 
and colonise the rooftop as playful public space. 

This is not an architectural project.
The Masterplan is a set of rules and a 
handbook of models with many degrees 
of freedom and evolves over time.

Reverse the Phalanstère! 
The introverse building 
type conceived by C. 
Fourier as basic urban 
unit, could be a concept 
still current as long as 
it is reversed to suit an 
heterogeneous and open 
city model.
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We don’t need anymore 
a Siedlung, we need a 
Neighborhood!

There is a close 
relationship between 
humans, the nature of 
places and the way people 
live in them.
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